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BARE Nature’sKin
and Pickled & Pitted
.....come home

Our magazine - named after Cockfighter
Creek - So named in 1820 by John Howe and
B. Singleton because one of their horses called
Cockfighter was bogged here on their return
trip fromWallis Plains (Maitland) to Patrick
Plains (Singleton)
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From the Editor

“Tell ‘em they’re dreaming”
Says AGL Chief
The never-ending tussle between those
who see a future for coal in Australia – and
those who don’t- has hit a new level of
discord in the first glorious weeks of the
extended summer (I can’t call this season
Autumn, for the life of me). Its strangely
satisfying that we in the Hunter Valley find
ourselves at the centre of a media blitz –
no, not because of coal mining as such, but
because that old ailing (not oiling) dowager
of the industry, Liddell, is right on our
doorstep at Muswellbrook.
Destined for the industry equivalent of
the knacker’s yard in the 2020’s (or is it?),
Liddell is apparently the subject of a verbal
war involving no fewer than our country’s
elected leaders, a Hong Kong based affiliate of the monolith that is the People’s
Republic of China, and Liddell’s owners,
AGL.
The Australian company was once our
Broke-Bulga-Milbrodale-Fordwich bete
noire - the coal seam gas giant whom we
brought to heel in a bitter several year
confrontation which ended with AGL forsaking a multi-million dollar CSG empire
encompassing our sub-region, Gloucester,
Camden in Sydney’s south-west and other
parts.
Now AGL – and good on them – is leading the fight for renewables against coal,
with it’s remarkable CEO, the visionary,
voluble Andy Vesey – adamant that AGL
will not sell Liddell to anybody, let alone a
company that sees a future in coal-powered
electricity production. Our beleaguered
Prime Minister, facing up to a manic coal
lobby on his backbench, suggests AGL
could extend the life of the Muswellbrook
plant beyond 2022.
Bear in mind Liddell is only one of AGL’s
fleet of coal-fired power installations- but
Vesey’s revolutionary control of the company’s future is underpinned by a drive for
renewables, in a bid to change AGL’s status
as the biggest onshore source of carbon
dioxide.
Vesey sees Liddell operating as well it can
(AGL is sinking $150 million into this for
the next four years) but envisages conversion to a future without coal; this will
involve gas , batteries and the use of that
man-made moat, Lake Liddell, for pumped
2

storage. Nothing is ‘off the table’: Solar,
wind farm, lithium-ion batteries and the
hydro investment.
One of the perplexing issues of this fascinating environmental and political standoff
is the question of the approach by the Hong
Kong company, Alinta. It seems to be a
Clayton’s offer for Liddle, answered by a
typically Vesey-ian broadside: “In answer
to your enquiry about the selling process
for Liddle – there is no process because it is
not for sale”.
So – is there actual interest in this shabby,
but oddly attractive old lady of the Upper
Hunter? It would appear Alinta is not Robinson Crusoe – other suitors may include
fellow PRC- ordained outfit Shandong
Ruyi (owner of most of the contentious
Cubbie cotton empire in Bannnana Land
) and Delta Electricity, which owns Vales
Point plant – magical fairyland of light as
viewed at night by the Jackson family on
holiday at Mirrabooka on Lake Macquarie.
For the moment, Liddell looks set to
answer the divine command, ‘Let there be
light’ for years to come – and then some.

March Rainfall

61.00 mm

Since January

596 mm

Diary

Dates

First Sunday of the Month
Broke Village Markets

9th September - BROKE
VILLAGE FAIR
21st & 22nd Sept WOLLOMBI MUSIC
FESTIVAL
6th Oct - OPERA IN THE
VINEYARDS
13th Oct - FKA MUSIC
FESTIVAL
24th Nov - JAZZ IN THE
VINEYARDS
8th Dec - SHANIA TWAIN
‘NOW TOUR’

Tom Jackson
Extract from The Herald APRIL 9 2018:
THE Liddell power station closure is a
“watershed moment” for owner AGL and
Australia, says Greens icon Bob Brown on
the eve of a Newcastle visit for Doctors for
the Environment.
Turnbull Government pressure on AGL
last week to sell Liddell rather than close
it in 2022 was “an extraordinary bit of
socialist intervention” only months after
similar attempts in 2017, Mr Brown said.
It was even more extraordinary coming
from a free-market government, he said.
“The so-called Monash group within
the government is spruiking coal so the
government’s showing it’s the new Luddite
front in Australia, but it’s not about jobs
or acting in Australia’s interests. It’s about
an ideology of climate change deniers
whose pro-coal policies have meant higher
power prices for Australians....”
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Homecoming for Broke Fordwich icons

Pickled and Pitted and BARE Nature’sKin
are the retail outlet for River Flats Estate
just outside Broke.
River Flats owner/manager, Marian Waite
produces a large range of olive based foodstuff and is a very popular stall at markets
as well as online sales.

Built almost
entirely from
re-cycled
materials the
shop looks
like it has
been there for
years

Her daughter, Michelle (Shelby) Waite
did the right thing, she nurtured a dream
carefully by engaging an industry mentor
to help launch her handmade soap business
back in 2007.
Making the logical leap to take advantage
of her family olive grove and the copious
amount of olive oil available she began
experimenting and soon had the basic look
and content that she wanted in a line of
handmade soap derived from olive oil.
Shelby has a strong creative style when
it comes to colour and form and she has
successfully applied this to her business,
both in the product she produces and the
presentation.
With what seems like the skills of a medieval alchemist she turns olive oil, goat’s
milk and other ingredients into soaps,
candles, deodorants, shampoos, scrubs
and many more products. All of which are
valuable for their application as much as
for the visual presentation.
Side by side with her mother, Shelby
worked hard over the years to build the
range and a loyal client base. They first
opened in the village of Broke and when
the lease on the shop she was working from
expired Michelle then moved to Laguna,
displaying hjer own rang as well as her
mother’s Pickled and Pitted products.

Pickled and
Pitted products
are popular for
those seeking a
quality gourmet
selection

After only a few weeks, the garden
is well-established
April 2018

Continued page 3
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Homecoming for Broke Fordwich icons
After a few years the lease here expired
as well.

Continued from page 2

Doing what many of their friends and locals hoped for, they moved the outlet to the
olive grove - thus bringing it home.
The shop had to be built from the ground
up. With the help of Shelby’s partner
Patrick Trinder and Stephen ‘Sprekles’
Sprekley and several friends a new outlet is
now in place on the family property.
Using recycled materials the shop features
a spacious verandah and gardens.
Information.......

Based on
River Flats
Estate, a
large olive
grove, the
shop has
wonderful
views

The new shop is situated at
500 Wollombi Rd Broke
For more information
BARE Nature’sKin
barenatureskin.com.au
0404 512 116
Pickled and Pitted
riverflatsestate.com.au
0409 791 063

Imaginative and stylish,
the great range of BARE
Nature’sKin products are
quality driven.
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Australian wine industry declares war on counterfeiters in export
crackdown

By Tom Nancarrow ABC Rural

portfolio of premium brands has its integrity preserved at all times.”

W

ine Australia has issued a warning
to shonky exporters after being
granted new powers to safeguard the
industry from counterfeit operators.

The Winemakers’ Federation of Australia
has welcomed the regulations as a necessary step to safeguard the industry from
wrongdoers.

The body can now disallow shipping approvals, and has the option to suspend or
cancel licences.
Wine Australia General Counsel Rachel
Triggs said the new powers, which replace
controls introduced in the early 1980s,
reflect the changes in the modern industry.
“The new regulations [allow us] to grant or
refuse a product for export,” she said.
“It is not an express power in relation to
intellectual property matters, but it does
broaden the scope to take into consideration these sort of matters.”
The body’s Chief Executive Officer,
Andreas Clark, said with exports on the
rise the industry needed updated power to
verify the credentials of exporters.
“Unfortunately it’s a fact of life that
copycats or counterfeits can move in and
leverage somebody else’s good reputation
to make a buck,” he said.
“Left unchecked the damage accrues not
just to an individual brand but to the reputation of the nation targeted and its other
brands.
“These new regulations will extend Wine

Australia’s power to do more to protect
Australian wine’s reputation overseas by
ensuring the bone fides of potential and
existing exporters.”
The announcement comes after reports
surfaced of a substantial seizure of ‘fake’
bottles of Penfolds in China last month.
Although unable to confirm the number,
Treasury Wine Estates (TWE) said media
outlets in both China and abroad estimate
some 50,000 bottles were seized.
In a statement made to the ABC, the Penfolds producer praised ongoing efforts to
protect the Australian brand from overseas
knock-offs.
“Treasury Wine Estates applauds the efforts
of the Zhengzhou Jinshui Public Security
Bureau in delivering this win against counterfeit operators, as announced this week in
China,” a spokesperson said.
“TWE China continues to work tirelessly
with its local partners, brand protection
agencies, and local authorities to protect its
intellectual property rights and to ensure its

The body’s Chief Executive, Tony Battaglene, said Australia could not afford to
have its reputation tarnished by dodgy
operators.
“It seems strange that as an industry that
we are welcoming higher regulation, but
we are because one of the most important
things for the wine sector is to have integrity of product,” Mr Battaglene said.
Copycat produce has been a thorn in the
side of other industries, including clothing
and spirits.
Mr Battaglene said with the practice now
apparently spreading to the wine industry, it
is time to act.
“Anyone who has got a high-value product
is a target for clever counterfeiters,” he
said.
“It is potentially an enormous problem, and
that is why we need to do everything we
can at our end to keep the integrity of the
product.
“Wine Australia has always had the capacity to suspend export licences and alike, but
what this does is strengthen it.”

Revolutionary bitumen- based product means smooth travelling for the
environment and the budget
rehabilitation project on

A

unacceptable consequences for residents.

Mason Dieu Road has
become the Hunter Region
unveiling for a revolutionary
bitumen based product with
environmental as well as
economic benefits.

The trademarked product came
with Council’s contractor Fulton
Hogan which undertook the works near the
Glade intersection over four nights earlier
this month.
This is the first time the Fulton Hogan
proprietary product has been used in a large
scale capacity in the Hunter. The product
was chosen over conventional asphalt
because of cost savings and because the
works could be completed in a shorter
timeframe.
Damian Morris, Council’s Acting Director
Planning & Infrastructure Services Group,
April 2018

“The new bitumen- based product allowed us to speed up the works, came
with a cost saving for Council amounting
to tens of thousands of dollars and also
has environmental benefits.”
said the impact on the community was a
major consideration in planning the works.

Most importantly, Mr Morris said the
works resulted in a high-quality road that
was also cost effective.

“Maison Dieu Road is a high traffic and
significant road for the Singleton community and as one of the main thoroughfares to
the industrial area, Council had to consider
the wider impacts of long-term works particularly for residents and people coming
into the industrial area daily,” he said.

“The positive working relationship with
Fulton Hogan resulted in a well-planned
and executed project and we thank the
affected residents for their patience and
cooperation,” he said.

“With this in mind, conventional granular
reconstruction was deemed to be inappropriate because of the long timeframes
required to complete the works and the

“That being said, Council and the contractor are taking all feedback seriously and
assessing ways to continually improve
project delivery to meet the community’s
high expectations.”
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‘Panther’ sighted in Broke region

onfirmed sightings of a pantherlike animal have recently been
made in the Broke area. Described by
several reliable sources as the size of a
large cattle dog, the animal has a large
‘squarish’ head with an extraordinarily long tail, looking “...exactly like a
panther”.

into domestic dogs by launching a unique
science experiment. Belyaev recreated the
evolution of the ‘dog-like wolf’ in only a
few generations instead of the thousands of
years it took for our prehistoric ancestors to
achieve the same result. A domestic cat left
to breed into a feral state soon delivers the
fittest i.e the largest and most aggressive
version possible.

More than 50 years ago a Russian biologist, Dmitry Konstantinovich Belyaev,
decided to recreate the evolution of wolves

Ironically in the Australian environment the
main aggressors are feral dogs.
The sightings around
the country of
panthers are nothing more than cats

that have adapted to meet the challenge of
surviving.
Black is the most regressive colour and size
is the main defence.

Sightings in Australia are
becoming common - this pic
taken in Victoria

The Willows Restaurant & Broke Village Store
The focal point of the Broke community and surrounding area
Groceries, Newsagent, Coffee Shop, Dine-In Restaurant, Delicatessen, Post Office, Bottle
Shop, Petrol Station & Tourist Information. Also stocks an exclusive range of Broke
Fordwich Wines.

Enjoy a meal at
The Willows Restaurant
ALL DAY MENU
BEER ON TAP
Dine in or al fresco
6

4 Wollombi St,
Broke
NSW 2330
Ph: 02 6579 1056

Open: 7 days:
Sunday to Wednesday
till 8 p.m.
Thursday to Saturday
till late.
April 2018

‘We want to repower NSW’: thousands rally
against coal in Sydney

E

xactly a year out from the state
election, thousands of people from
across New South Wales – including
some on horseback – have marched
through Sydney, calling for an end to
coal seam gas and coal mining and a
renewed focus on renewables.
The “Time to Choose” rally, which began
at Martin Place, marched to Prince Alfred
Park in the city’s south stretching almost
2km along a partially
closed Elizabeth Street.

25 farmers on horseback.
“There is devastation because of climate
change all across NSW,” the Inverell
farmer said. “We can’t afford to destroy any
more healthy land.”
Bob Clarke came from Wollar, a small
village near Mudgee, where he said the
open-cut Wilpinjong mine was destroying
the region.

“We want the state government and the opposition to know that over the
next year we are not going to stop talking about
climate change, about
coal and gas. We want to
repower NSW, we want
a renewable energy-powered NSW.”

Bill Ryan, in his 90s, said he wanted governments to realise citizens wanted renewable energy now.

The Greens MLA
David Shoebridge
praised the size and
breadth of the turnout at the rally.
“We have First Nations peoples,
farming communities, inner city
environmental and activist groups,
all coming together under the
same banner.”

The state government approved 10
industrial solar farms in 2017 – twice
as many as the previous year, and
has committed to an ambitious zero
emissions target by 2050 as part of its
climate change policy framework.

Shoebridge said people wanted to
put the environment and climate
change on the agenda.

However, legislation has threatened to
weaken environmental protections, and
several proposed or operating mining
ventures have been the targets of longrunning community opposition, as well
as several applications for extensions.

“The community is concerned.
They’re talking about renewable
energy and a fresh way forward
that doesn’t involve coal. It’s a
concern the parliament is almost
entirely deaf to.”

Organisers pointed to the proposed
CSG mining in Narribri, open cut
coal mining in the Bylong valley, the
Southern Highlands Hume Coal project, and Shenhua Mining’s attempts
in the Liverpool plains as among the
threats to the state’s environment and
communities.

He said there needed to be
a “just transition plan” into
renewables to support people
and communities that relied on
industries that had closed.

“There is no safe place for coal seam
gas in NSW. It threatens communities,
precious groundwater aquifers and
farmland, and the climate, wherever
it goes,” said Naomi Hodgson of the
Wilderness Alliance.

April 2018

“There’s only four of us left there now,” he
said. “We’re not going nowhere, we’re still
hanging in there.”

“They’ve got to
take into consideration that this is what
the people want.
So we’ve got to get
out and let them
know they can’t get
away with backing
the mining sector
all the time. They
have to listen to the
citizens.”

Neha Madhok, from
rally organiser 350.org
Australia, said people had
come from across NSW
“to put the state government on notice”.

Glenn Morris, who made headlines in
2016 after riding his horse Hombre across
the Sydney Harbour Bridge to raise awareness about climate change, was one of the

Clarke, who has lived in Wollar for 30
years, said Peabody had recently started
buying nearby land, and the exodus of
people had “broken the community”.

The Peabody mining company was granted
an extension last year, but it has been challenged in the land and environment court.

“We know for a fact that jobs in
the coal industry are drying up.
Conditions for those workers are
getting more and more severe.
Meanwhile there is a wonderful
opportunity for ongoing solid
employment in the renewable
energy sector.”
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Tougher penalties for Consumer Law breaches on the horizon

A

substantial rise in penalties may
be on the horizon for companies
and individuals breaching Australian
Consumer Law, says the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC).
If the bill passes Parliament, tougher
penalties for Consumer Law breaches will
follow. The ACCC recommended fines be
raised from $1.1 million for companies, to
the greater of $10 million, or 10 percent
of the annual turnover of the preceding 12
months.
Individuals could also face substantial
fines, with penalties proposed to rise from
$220,000 to $500,000.
It the newly released Compliance & Enforcement Policy, the ACCC outlined its
priorities for 2018:
Continuing the protection of unfair contract
terms for small businesses, especially

T

fake directories and advertising scams. As
reported last year, scams targeting small
business are rising. The recent Bitcoin
scam in the Hunter Valley hit a number of
businesses. Scammers have sent flawless
copies of invoices and directory listings
which are almost impossible to tell from
the real thing. Keep up to date on the most
recent scams at Scamwatch.

contracts involving large companies or
franchisors.
Examining ‘new car retailing’ consumer
guarantees by assessing conduct which
could constitute a misuse of market power.
Misuse of market power legislation was
established in 2017, and gives the ACCC
the tools to protect businesses and consumers against activities such as cartel conduct,
price signalling and exclusionary practices.

Changes to the collective bargaining notification process mean small businesses can
more easily lodge a notification to obtain
legal protection to engage in collective
bargaining with customers or suppliers Collective Bargaining.

Consumer guarantees continues to be an
issue, with the ACCC focusing on large
or national traders who mislead consumers about their rights regarding product
guarantees.
The ACCCs latest Small Business in Focus
report summarised the issues small businesses are facing:
On the ACCCs agenda, business scams
include ‘domain name’ renewal scams, and

The ACCC also reported a rise in the
number of reports from customers about
product guarantees in the clothing retail
trade. The issue of when you must refund
a customer is often confusing, and the
ACCCs guide Small Business Competition
and Consumer Act can help you keep your
refund policy within legal guidelines.

The privacy laws have changed

hursday 22 February saw new data
breach laws come into place in Australia, and businesses must now alert
consumers when the organisation has
been the subject of a data hack, a leak
or a security threat.
The Australian Small Business and Family Enterprise Ombudsman (ASBFEO) is
urging small businesses to prepare for the
changes.

The laws protect individuals from breaches
in data. Accessing personal information
from business computers could leave unauthorised individuals and small businesses
up for significant fines. The new laws affect
any business which holds personal information on either customers or staff.
“An unauthorised entity could be an
employee, an independent contractor or an
external third party, such as a hacker (via

cyber attack),” according to a statement
released by the ASBFEO.
The statement went on to say, “Serious
harm to an individual may include physical, psychological, emotional, financial or
reputational harm.”

“Another report by Telstra last year found
33 per cent of small businesses don’t take
proactive measures to protect against cyber
breaches. With penalties of up to $360,000
for individuals and $1.8 million for organisations, the impact of a breach on a small
business is devastating.”

Those found to have breached the law
would be reported to both the affected staff
member or customer, as well as the Office
of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC).

To find out what you need to do, visit the
OAIC website, or download the ASBFEO’s
recently released Cyber Security Best
Practice Guide and the Small Business Best
Practice Research Report.

The penalties for breaching are substantial.

The guide examines cyber security for
small businesses, looks at the need for
security policies for all small businesses
which use the internet, has a list of recommended best practices and a number of
links to help you connect with other important resources.

“Small businesses can’t afford not to understand what the new laws mean to them,
and yet I’ve read this morning a new study
reporting 44 per cent of Australian businesses are not fully prepared”, said Small
Business Ombudsman, Kate Carnell.

A great night out

Bingo

1st Monday of the month
6:30 Bulga Community Hall
Bring a plate to share
Enquiries Phil Reid 0438 865 064
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...to the Editor
Dear Sir
Just reading the latest Cockfighter and
it should be noted that the Hunter Valley
Wine Country Signage strategy was a joint
activity between Cessnock and Singleton
Councils however the grant funding was
based on the submission done by Singleton
Council under Lindy Hyams despite Bob
Pynsent taking the credit for Cessnock.
If this was left to Cessnock it would be
another document left in a draw.
Kind Regards,
Andrew Margan
Managing Director & Winemaker
Margan Family Wines

Dear sir
Letting go of the past
THAT the Department of Planning and Environment is at least considering the possible closure of the Carrington coal terminal
is heartening (‘Loaded question’, Newcastle Herald, 28/2). If it comes to pass, it will
be good news for residents living in the im-

T

mediate vicinity of this operation as well as
the whole of the Upper Hunter as increasing open-cut mining and coal transport
send particle pollution skyward.
We cannot escape the fact that the world
is changing and an awareness of climate
change and its unwelcome effects may be
finally getting through to legislators. However, there is no doubt the coal has played
a pivotal role in Hunter Valley communities
and those who have invested their working
lifetimes in it need new opportunities for a
future beyond dependence on coal.
Those on both sides of the debate posit the
future of coal. To do this misses the point;
workers in the industry must see government policy that predicts a future beyond
coal for them.
Fortunately the Hunter is blessed with
several innovative centres and projects
that promise a future in coal’s logical
replacement, renewables. Only this week,
the University of Newcastle’s Callaghan
campus announced the intention to be run
on renewables only by 2020. The CSIRO
in Mayfield is leading research into the
production of super-critical steam utilising

concentrated solar. The university is leading in research into solar paint and printed
photovoltaics.
Given proper government support and investment, the future of the Hunter could be
transformed to the state or national hub for
renewables research and manufacture. The
winners should be those involved in the industry it will replace. For too long successive NSW governments have permitted and
encouraged the destruction of the beautiful
Hunter Valley communities, landscapes
and ecology. The Hunter still has wine and
tourism, including horse studs. It is time to
look to the future not to cling to the past.
Properly executed, this approach will benefit the workers of today as well as leaving a
better environment for generations to come.
Making the transition quickly and seamlessly will require sophisticated planning
and a willingness to invest in the future.
Our grandchildren and their children will
be the beneficiaries and the planet will be
allowed some more breathing space.
Judith Leslie, Bulga

Bush Fire Danger Period ends in Singleton and Muswellbrook

he NSW Rural Fire Service (NSW
RFS) will declared an end to the
statutory Bush Fire Danger Period
in the Hunter Valley District area at
midnight on 31 March 2018.

“Even though a fire permit is no longer
a requirement, residents must still notify
their neighbours and the local fire control
office 24 hours before burning.” Operational Officer Bell said.

“Your local fire station or Fire Control
Centre can provide advice on how to safely
undertake hazard reduction work, and how
best to prepare yourself, your property and
your family for the next bush fire season.”

From Sunday 1st April, fire permits will no
longer be required for the Muswellbrook
and Singleton Local Government Areas.

“People should also check whether they
need a Bush Fire Hazard Reduction Certificate or environmental approval, and have
sufficient equipment to control and contain
the fire to their property.

To give notification of a burn or to arrange
a Bush Fire Hazard Reduction Certificate,
contact Hunter Valley Fire Control on 6575
1200

Lease arrangement could round up the future of the Singleton saleyards

T

he ongoing viability of the Singleton
Regional Livestock Market (SRLM)
will be assured following a Singleton
Council resolution to invite a selective
tender process for the lease of the site.
Councillors considered a closed-Council
report on the outcome of an Expression
of Interest process for the saleyards at a
recent meeting, which called for interest
from parties to either purchase and operate
the SRLM or lease and maintain the site
subject to conditions that the saleyards continue to operate in the current location.
As a result, Council deemed the most
feasible option was to proceed with a lease
arrangement and invite two parties from the
Expressions of Interest process to submit
tenders.
April 2018

Council’s resolution also strongly reinforced the facility would not be sold.
General Manager Jason Linnane said a
lease was more consistent with Council’s
position that the saleyards continue to be a
viable operation and contribute to the diversity of the local economy.
“Singleton Regional Livestock Market is
an important economic and historic facility
for the local community and Council is
committed to ensuring the facility provides
the best value not only for sales agents and
buyers but the people of Singleton as a
community asset,” he said.
“A service delivery review of the saleyards
found that Council was not adequately
positioned to address the challenges facing
the site, including the need for more upgrades in the coming years to meet modern
standards.

“Having said that, improved animal welfare
and efficiencies as a result of a major upgrade of the site, including a roof over the
selling yards and new elevated walkways
which opened in February 2018, will allow
the saleyards to be repositioned in the marketplace to attract new agents and increased
stock levels in order to grow the business to
a sustainable level.
“At the same time, proceeding with a lease
option means the community will retain
ownership of an important historic and
economically strategic asset.”
An indicative timeframe sets out the call
for tenders in May 2018 for an eight-week
period, with the potential for a lease arrangement to be in place by 1 December
2018.
9

ANZAC DAY AT BULGA
Wednesday 25th APRIL, 2018

Anzac Day Service at Bulga Recreation Ground.
The “March” begins at 10.45 am.
Service commences at 11 am.
A bring and share lunch will be enjoyed after the
service followed by some games of “two-up”.
All Welcome

ANZAC DAY AT BROKE VILLAGE
Wednesday 25th APRIL, 2018

Service is at 10 am followed by morning tea at the
RURAL FIRE SERVICE SHED. Bring a plate to share.
There will be a dawn service - For commencement time
Check display case in Broke Village Store and Broke
Notice Board Facebook
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BULGA
COAL

Environment and
Community Contacts
Ralph Northey - Bulga Coal
Environment and Community Manager
T: 6570 2539 M: 0418 439 874
ralph.northey@glencore.com.au

Community complaints line
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1800 332 693
You can also view our approvals, management plans
and environmental monitoring data on the website.
Go to www.bulgacoal.com.au and click on
the Publications tab on the menu.
April 2018
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OUR WILDLIFE

COMMUNITY GROUPS AND
ORGANISATIONS

Broke Bulga Landcare Group Inc.
C/o President, Wendy Lawson
PO Box 120, Broke NSW 2330
Broke Fair Committee
Secretary, Maxine Alexander
alexandermaxine6@gmail.com

Broke Fordwich Wine & Tourism Assoc.
Secretary, Mike Wilson
secretary@brokefordwich.com.au
Broke Bush Fire Brigade
C/o Broke Post Office, Broke NSW 2330
Broke Community Hall
Kathleen Everett (02) 6579 1470
Broke Public School
Principal/P&C Association,
Cochrane Street, Broke NSW 2330
Bulga Milbrodale Progress Association
President - John Krey
		
6574 5376
PO Box 1032, Singleton 2330
bmpa.contact@bigpond.com

ZEBRA FINCH (Taeniopygia guttata)

Bulga Rural Fire Brigade
Captain: Adrian Gallagher 6574 5100. Permit officers:
A Gallagher 6574 5100 and B Anderson 0417 403 153
Bulga Community Centre Inc.
President/bookings Claudette Richards
Secretary Belinda Passlow 0427 305 519
Treasurer Phil Reid 0438 865 064

65745 495

NSW Rural Fire Service Hunter Valley District
2161 Putty Road Bulga 2330
Phone 6575 1200, Fax 6575 1299
email huntervalley.team@rfs.nsw.gov.au
Manager: Superintendent Ashley Frank.
Justice of the Peace
Tom and Sue Jackson 6574 5266
Graeme O’Brien 6574 5185
John Darr, Broke 0437 173 277
Joan McNamara 6579 1057
Milbrodale Public School
Principal/P&C Association
Putty Road, Milbrodale NSW 2330
National Parks and Wildlife Service- Upper Hunter
Area Bulga and Scone
Peta Norris, Putty Road, Bulga
NSW 2330 6574 5555
Palliative Care Volunteers
for Singleton & Cessnock
Kath Watkinson (02) 65722121
PID Admin
Saywells
12 Vincent St CESSNOCK
office@saywells.com
PID - Private Irrigation
admin@bfpid.com.au
Water On/Off 1300 767 118
St Andrews Anglican Church Broke
Parish Secretary at 6571 1414
St Marks Anglican Church
C/o Marie Mitchell
Inlet Road, Bulga NSW 2330
The Immaculate Conception Catholic
Church Broke
Paul O’Toole
C/o Broke Post Office, Broke NSW 2330
Wildlife Rescue, Rehabilitation and Release
www.wildlifeaid.org.au 0429 850 089

The Cockfighter is a not-for-profit community
service publication run by volunteers
Editor: Tom Jackson
Secretary: Sarah Purser
Production: Eden Anthony
Accounts: Ken McCraw
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Males have rusty cheeks,a black chest bar, fine black bars on the throat and
russet flank spotted white. Females have grey cheeks and buff underparts.
Both sexes have red bills
They mate permanently and live in close knit flocks of 10 - 100 year round,
roosting in communal nests, feeding together in mornings, pecking seeds and
insects from the ground and vegetation. These Finches stay in the same area,
close to water and gather in late afternoon to drink, bathe, and preen each
other. Up to 12 breeding pairs will nest in the same shrub in poor habitats.
They breed most months of the year and lay 4 - 5 pale blue eggs in an untidy
flask - shaped nest with a side tunnel, lined with feathers, plant down and fur
in a low tree or shrub, termites nest or on the ground. Both parents share incubation of 12 - 14 days and both parents feed the young who fledge in about 3
weeks. The young can breed at 10 weeks. They have a nasally harsh loud toy
trumpet sound and trilling
Their diet consists of seeds and insects and live in dry woodland, grasslands
and farmlands.
Elizabeth
Joeys Retreat

&

Trades Services Directory
CARRIER - General
John Lamb
6574 5205
Mob 0427 695 468
CATTERY
Jan Pennell
6579 1450
Cleaners - Professional
Hunter Valley Cleaning Group
Hospitality and Private Cleaning
0439-841-487
huntervalleycg@gmail.com
COMPUTERS & COMMUNICATIONBruce Cowan
6579 1130
DIGITAL PRINT & DESIGN
BINK Creative
4990 3230
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
Robert McLaughlin
0405 555 901
rob.mac46@hotmail.com

Want to list your services?
Just $60 per year
65791259 mail@hunterstay.com.au

GOURMET FOODS
Marian Waite
6579 1063
Mob 0409 791 063
marian@riverflatsestate.com.au
Mechanical & Automotive
Services
Beyond Broke
Mechanical & Automotive
Services
Jason McCraw
Licensed Motor Vehicle Repairer
0414 264 515
jmccraw@harboursat.com.au
beyondbrokemechenical.com.au
NATURAL THERAPIES
Gale Matley
6579 1401
PIANO LESSONS
Jan Pennell
6579 1450

POOL & YARD MAINTAINANCE
Anthony Smolenaers
65791228 or 0400 367025
REAL ESTATE
Taylor Real Estate Hunter Valley
1300 803 300
0408 688 836
Catherine@taylorrealestate.com.au
www.taylorrealestate.com.au
2/72A Maitland Street Branxton NSW
2335
PO Box 3 Broke NSW 2330
Vineyard Services
Bright Vine Services
Vineyard consulting
0410625540
jennybright@bigpond.com
www.brightvineservices.com.au
563 Wollombi Rd, Broke NSW 2330
WINE MAKING
Michael McManus
6579 1400
Mob 0403 014 787
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